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i was surprised that it worked. then i was really surprised that it was easy to
build a website to guess your password. i tried doing that for one of my
parents my last week or so. it took me about 10 minutes to build this. if your
answer was correct i will let you in. its really simple but i wanted to post it
anyway. smh. so basically i need to add a different script to my pivot_2 exploit,
its a global shell in the word of the exploit. i have a remote shell in the word of
the exploit. im only getting the first part. you will get a message saying that
the api key ist not set or expired. enter the api key that you have set up for the
pihole, and click on continue. thats all! once you finish the installation, you will
be given a link with your pi-hole on it, which is the interface to your pi-hole.
you can ssh directly into it. i can see the request coming from the
demo.teapotlondev.com site. set the http response headers to 200, and set the
response text to a unique token. its currently set to om@hotpotatoes.it. as for
the print spooler, for !echo 0 i get a token, for !echo 1 a token, for !echo 2 a
token. ill call it !echo.foobar. create a seperate php file on the server, which
will be executed when the http request comes. this script must be a php
version of the print spooler fix, and you can use mine! you must also encode
the output of it, otherwise you will only get a token! go to the print spooler
service running on the server. choose the pages, and the server, and wait for
the job to complete. when its finished, choose save, and save as a print
spooler job. finally, get the job to print spooler and call the page and it should
call our php script and print the correct print job to the spooler.
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